
Hungarian Wirehaired Vizsla Association

All Age Field Trial Stake 27th November 2021

Little Pix Hall Farm, Hawkhurst, Kent by kind permission of Canal Game Shoot and host Franie Briley.

Guns: Russ Hicks, Dan Birchett, Steve Hall and Bradley Dymond

I would like to thank the HWVA for the appointment and my co-judge Rita Dockwray (A Panel) with 

whom I thoroughly enjoyed judging. Thank you, Debra Revell, Chief Steward, and Amanda Tasker, 

Red Flag and Covid Officer, who made the day run smoothly at their first trial as officials, and Franie 

Briley for beat guidance and acting as picking up dog and to the competitors who contributed to a 

lovely atmosphere.

Breeds in attendance: HWV, HV, GSP, IS

Overview of the day: The weather had been cold overnight and was still very cold during the trial. 

The wind was strong at times and variable, making conditions a challenge for dogs and handlers. The

cover was a mixed game cover crop or mustard fields and open woodland with thick bramble cover 

in patches. Game seen: partridge, pheasant and woodcock. Handlers in the main handled their dogs 

quietly. Retrieves in the game crop cover proved elusive at times. All retrieves made were brought 

tenderly to hand.

Awards 

1st  and Guns’ Award: P Williams’s, Zoldmali Lara Kraft HWV 4 y. o. b. Running number 11. The bitch 

began with a blind retrieve from a previous dog’s run. She made a very efficient  retrieve on a cheek 

wind of a bird sitting out in view on a newly sown field. Still with a cheek wind, she hunted through a

narrow open woodland. She covered the beat effectively and efficiently and had the best staunch 

point of the day. The bird was flushed by the dog on command. She was steady and made an 

excellent retrieve out into the mustard field beyond, achieving our first HPR of the day. A further 

point produced the same result.  Good game finder. On the second run she was faced with a wide 

field of game cover, on a back wind. She covered the beat in a workmanlike manner, head up, good 

pace, never missing a beat but the run was blank. This partnership was excellent to watch, you 

hardly noticed any handling. On the rare occasions it was needed, the dog responded instantly. The 

performance was a pleasure to watch and we were delighted the dog has a chance to sparkle. 

2nd        Mr and Mrs P Burdett’s, Copper Cordata HWV 4 y. o. d. Running number 5. The dog was 

brought in for two blind retrieves, from another dog’s previous run.  The first retrieve was a shot 

pheasant which had landed the other side of hedge across the corner of a field. The dog negotiated 

the hedge well. The second retrieve was on a pigeon sitting on open ground parallel to a hedge line; 

a swift retrieve was made. He continued to work game cover on a back wind, with pace and style. 

Two birds lifted on the left flank and were acknowledged but not shot; a third bird lifted and was 

shot. The dog was steady and made an efficient retrieve on a hen pheasant. The second run was in a 

narrow piece of wood with thick cover. At the end, the dog achieved a point and was steady to shot 

and made a good retrieve into the game cover, attaining an HPR. Dog responded well to handler. 

3rd   Mr and Mrs P Parker’s, Indijazz Beautiful GSP 4 y. o. b. Running number 9.  The bitch’s first run 

was in game cover with a back wind. She took large areas forward with pace and responded to 

commands quickly. We soon moved to the woods on a cheek wind and she came under closer 

control, responding instantly to commands and came on point to a hen pheasant. Three times birds 

flushed early but the dog was steady; unfortunately, none of her birds were shot. On the second run 

she was brought in for a retrieve but it was not found. The bitch then hunted in a workmanlike 

manner and thoroughly through a narrow wood. She was eventually rewarded with a staunch point 

near the edge of the wood. She flushed on command, and was steady; the bird was shot and she had

a clear mark making a good retrieve out into the game crop achieving an HPR.  



COM H Gray’s Fassfields Silver Lining HWV  4 y. o. d.  Running number 3. Both the runs were in 

woods with variable winds, where he hunted methodically. On the first run the handler was brought 

out of the wood and made a good retrieve on an unseen bird in the mustard crop cover. On the 

second run the dog had a point on the wood edge; he went in to flush on command, but was 

hampered by the undergrowth. The bird flushed out further along the edge of the wood, he was 

steady; but it was not shot.  

COM Z Dicker’s Zoldmali Hope of Zoltarous HWV 6 y. o. b. Running number 4.  This turned out to be 

a very challenging area to hunt in many respects. It was bramble with cut out paths. This hampered 

the bitch’s ability to really shine. The area had many birds concentrated in one place, out of the 

weather. She indicated birds which were flushing early as we all moved forward, with little possibility

of a staunch point. Eventually she got up to one hen pheasant long enough for a momentary point, it

flushed and was shot and she was steady to the fall. It would have been a close but difficult retrieve 

across the bramble area, so to make the retrieve a viable length the handler and bitch were brought 

out of the bramble. The hen was quickly located.  The second run in an open-bottomed wood 

showed the bitch’s hunting ability and sense of purpose covering possible game holding areas, but 

was blank. 

All water tests, a blind across the pond, were completed to the judges’ satisfaction. I must make 

mention here that our winner also had to contend with the ducks that decided to swim across her 

path, which the dog duly ignored in making the retrieve.

Judges:

Christine Carpenter B Panel

Rita Dockwray A Panel


